GET STARTED WITH A PATH TO SUCCESS!

Find the context that best describes you, and try out a few high-impact modules.

- Get started with the logistics of the course
- How does teaching fit into my career at Ohio State?
- Create a personal development plan to make your teaching efficient and effective
- Hear tips from experienced faculty

Remember: Any participant can access and explore every module. Resources are designed to be of value for any experience level and any disciplinary context.

CHOOSE YOUR PATH

New to Teaching
These modules will give you the basics: connecting with Ohio State students, planning your courses, and identifying the instructional resource teams here to support you.
Modules: 1 → 3 → 2 → 12

Associated Faculty
You have different challenges than tenure track faculty; this pathway can help you make grading more efficient, connect to a teaching community, and explore advanced pedagogies.
Modules: 1 → 2 → 6 → 8 → 12

Experienced Teachers
If you’ve had experience teaching for a few years in a college classroom, you’re ready to dig into advanced pedagogy, course design, and the science behind learning.
Modules: 1 → 3 → 4 → 8 → 12

Clinical Faculty
This track will help you bring the best of clinical expertise into your teaching; to create authentic class assignments and give feedback that prepares students to become professionals.
Modules: 5 → 6 → 7 → 12
Welcome to New Faculty
Foundations of Teaching at Ohio State

MEET YOUR SUPPORT TEAMS

At any point in your path, Ohio State instructional units are here to support you. Get personalized resources, work through challenges, or explore opportunities. See the unit specific modules, or contact us directly and let us know how we can help you meet your teaching goals.

ucat.osu.edu
Introduction to the University Center for the Advancement of Teaching

odee.osu.edu
Teaching with Technology

libraries.osu.edu
Collaborating with University Libraries for Instruction